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Abstract The spaceborne lidar CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observation) directly measures atmospheric opacity. In 8 years of CALIPSO observations, we find that 69%
of vertical profiles penetrate through the complete atmosphere. The remaining 31% do not reach the surface,
due to opaque clouds. The global mean altitude of full attenuation of the lidar beam (z_opaque) is 3.2 km, but
there are large regional variations in this altitude. Of relevance to cloud-climate studies, the annual zonal
mean longwave cloud radiative effect and annual zonal mean z_opaque weighted by opaque cloud cover are
highly correlated (0.94). The annual zonal mean shortwave cloud radiative effect and annual zonal mean
opaque cloud cover are also correlated (�0.95). The new diagnostics introduced here are implemented
within a simulator framework to enable scale-aware and definition-aware evaluation of the LMDZ5B global
climate model. The evaluation shows that the model overestimates opaque cloud cover (31% obs. versus
38% model) and z_opaque (3.2 km obs. versus 5.1 km model). In contrast, the model underestimates thin
cloud cover (35% obs. versus 14% model). Further assessment shows that reasonable agreement between
modeled and observed longwave cloud radiative effects results from compensating errors between
insufficient warming by thin clouds and excessive warming due to overestimating both z_opaque and
opaque cloud cover. This work shows the power of spaceborne lidar observations to directly constrain
cloud-radiation interactions in both observations and models.

1. Introduction

Climate feedback analyses reveal that clouds are a large source of uncertainty for the climate sensitivity of cli-
mate models and thus for future climate projections [e.g., Taylor et al., 2007;Webb et al., 2006; Bony et al., 2006;
Boucher et al., 2013]. Boosting confidence in climate model projections requires identifying model physics defi-
ciencies via comparison to observations [e.g., Klein and Jakob, 1999; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008; Nam et al., 2012;
Cesana and Chepfer, 2012, 2013;Marchand et al., 2009; Kay et al., 2012; English et al., 2014; Kay et al., 2016a] and
then improving the representation of relevant physics in the models [Konsta et al., 2012; Kay et al., 2011; Kay
et al., 2016b]. Taylor et al. [2012] suggest that in the analysis of the complex climate system, a useful first step
is to consider the processes that are energetically dominant, since processes that weakly affect the energy flow
and storage within the system are unlikely to dominate its response to perturbation.

Earth’s temperature is largely driven by the balance of the fluxes of shortwave (visible) and longwave (infrared)
radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). In turn, global radiation balance depends on the atmospheric
opacity. Clouds represent the most variable and uncertain contributor to atmospheric opacity for two reasons:
(1) cloud opacity impacts both shortwave fluxes reflected back to space and outgoing longwave fluxes and (2)
cloud temperature controls upwelling and downwelling longwave radiation within the atmosphere.

Knowing that cloud opacity has a large influence on global radiation budgets, we separate clouds into
two distinct classes: opaque clouds and thin clouds. Opaque clouds are optically thick enough to prevent
longwave radiation coming from the surface and low-level layers from reaching the TOA and to prevent
direct solar radiation from reaching lower tropospheric layers, increasing the cloud albedo. Unlike opaque
clouds, thin clouds are semitransparent. Thin clouds let part of the direct solar shortwave radiation
penetrate down to the surface and part of the surface-emitted longwave radiation through the atmo-
sphere up to the TOA.
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This direct division of the total cloud cover into opaque and thin cover is new, novel, and useful for two rea-
sons. First, opaque cloud cover is strongly linked to atmospheric radiative fluxes and TOA radiation balance.
Second, opaque and thin cloud cover can be precisely detected by spaceborne lidar observations [Martins
et al., 2011]. The robust observation of atmospheric opacity enabled by spaceborne lidar provides new infor-
mation beyond what column-integrated radiative fluxes can. The lidar measures the altitude where the atmo-
sphere is opaque to visible radiation with an accuracy of meters. As a result, the separation of cloud cover into
opaque and thin is done directly, without reliance on an optical depth retrieval with large uncertainties due
to required assumptions (e.g., in cloud microphysics or surface type). More importantly, the lidar gives access,
for the first time, to the height of attenuation of direct visible radiation (z_opaque). Z_opaque cannot be
retrieved by passive sensors that are sensitive to vertically integrated radiative fluxes.

Z_opaque is not only the altitude where the lidar signal is fully attenuated. It can also be directly related to
longwave TOA radiative fluxes. Full lidar attenuation typically corresponds to a visible cloud optical depth
(τVIS) of 3 to 5 and to a cloud infrared emissivity (εCloud) of 0.8 [Chepfer et al., 2014], as cloud particles are much

larger than visible wavelengths εCloud≈1� e�
τVIS
2

� �
. Thus, z_opaque is the altitude where the longwave radia-

tion coming from below is no longer transmitted directly upward.

Having introduced our tools and terminology, we next describe the two goals of this paper. Our first goal is to
reveal how the three new cloud diagnostics, opaque cloud cover, thin cloud cover, and z_opaque, are con-
nected to cloud-radiation interactions, by confronting their global distributions. Our second goal is, by incor-
porating them in a satellite simulator framework to reveal model strengths and weaknesses in climate model
representations of atmospheric opacity.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the algorithm that generates the three new cloud diag-
nostics. Section 3 describes how this algorithm is implemented within the lidar simulator [Chepfer et al., 2008]
included in the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package
(COSP) [Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011]. Section 4 shows global maps of our three new cloud diagnostics both
from observations and within a climate model. Finally, section 5 draws conclusions and perspectives emer-
ging from the new diagnostics presented in this paper.

2. Observations of Cloud Opacity With CALIPSO: The OPAQ Algorithm

Here we describe how the OPAQ algorithm works. First it identifies opaque and thin clouds in individual
General Circulation Model-Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (GOCCP) profiles [Chepfer et al., 2010]. Then it

Figure 1. Surface echo detection scheme: ATB surface detection threshold (SDT) applied in a near-surface layer (NSL)
extending from �Δh/2 to +Δh/2 with respect to the surface elevation (SE) for (a) a thin cloud or clear-sky profile case
where the surface is detected and (b) an opaque cloud profile case where the surface is not detected.
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finds the altitude of full opacity, termed z_opaque, key feature of the opaque cloud profile. We end this
section with two examples of orbit files resulting from this processing.

2.1. When and Where Does the Lidar Profile the Complete Atmosphere?
2.1.1. Surface Detection Scheme
The OPAQ algorithm ingests individual profiles of Level 1 Total Attenuated Backscatter lidar signal at 532 nm
(ATB532). The ATB532 signal has a vertical resolution of 30m below 8.2 km above sea level (asl) and an
horizontal resolution of 333m with a 90m diameter footprint at ground level [Winker et al., 2009]. In those
profiles, it first seeks the “surface echo”which corresponds to the reflection of the lidar beam when a fraction

Figure 2. Distribution of the maximum ATB532 value at 30m vertical resolution observed within near-surface layers for (a)
Δh = 240m and (b) Δh = 960m.
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of its pulse reaches the surface and is reflected back to the satellite telescope. This echo is expected near the
surface elevation of the lidar profile geographic location, which is provided as part of the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) Level 1 geolocation data and obtained from the Global 30 Arc-Second
Elevation Digital Elevation Model (United States Geological Survey). As an example, Figure 1a shows a clear
surface echo near the surface elevation altitude in a schematic lidar profile. This situation corresponds to a
thin cloud or clear-sky atmosphere, since the visible light reaches the surface. When no surface echo spike
emerges near the base of the ATB532 profile (Figure 1b), the atmospheric profile is considered as containing
an opaque cloud, because the visible light has been scattered completely before reaching the surface.
Nevertheless, we acknowledge the limit of the opaque cloud definition for this instrument raised by Leahy
et al. [2012]: clouds may appear to be thin clouds either because they are truly optically thin or because
the beam (~90m of diameter every 330m along track) falls on the edge of an opaque cloud (so part of the
beam is attenuated and part is transmitted).
2.1.2. Near-Surface Layer and Surface Detection Threshold
Our systematic detection of the surface echo, required to determine if a profile contains an opaque cloud, is
based on two key elements:

1. The near-surface layer extent (NSL; horizontal dashed lines in Figures 1a and 1b) is the altitude range
around the expected surface elevation in which the surface spike is sought. The thickness of the NSL
needs to be a multiple of the 30m CALIOP near-ground nominal vertical resolution, and it needs to be
larger than the uncertainty on the surface elevation. Here we considered NSL of 240 and 960m.

2. The surface detection threshold (SDT; red vertical line in Figures 1a and 1b) is the minimum ATB532 value
that can be attributed to a proper surface echo in the NSL. The SDT is deduced from the distribution of all
the near-surface maximum ATB532 (ATB_surf_max) values observed in the NSL (Figure 2).

Figure 2a shows the ATB_surf_max distribution for NSL = 240m. We divided this distribution in two cate-
gories. The first contains profiles with ATB_surf_max< 0.001 km�1 sr�1; they present no surface echo and
hence are associated to opaque cloud profiles. These represent 29.4% of all profiles (Table 1). The second
category contains profiles with ATB_surf_max> 0.001 km�1 sr�1; they detect surface echoes, so they corre-
spond to profiles containing thin clouds or clear sky, but no opaque clouds. This second category contains
70.6% of all profiles (Table 1). In this category we identify a transition zone corresponding to weak surface
echoes (0.001<ATB_surf_max< 0.1), moderate surface echoes (0.1<ATB_surf_max< 2), and strong surface
echoes (ATB_surf_max> 2). Further analysis shows that strong surface echoes are only generated by ice and
snow surfaces (not shown). Through the rest of this paper, we use SDT= 0.001 km�1 sr�1 for separating opa-
que cloud profiles from the other profiles containing clear sky or thin clouds.

We examined the sensitivity of the ATB_surf_max distribution to the thickness of the NSL by using
NSL= 960m (Figure 2b) instead of 240m (Figure 2a) and found similar conclusions: SDT = 0.001 km�1 sr�1

is well suited to separate opaque cloud profiles from thin cloud/clear profiles in nighttime conditions.
Additional analysis regarding the robustness of this threshold are given in Appendix A.

Roughly 70% of atmospheric profiles are completely sounded by the lidar (Table 1) and classified as thin
cloud or clear-sky profiles. This is consistent with results from Kato et al. [2010] who examined the cloud bases
observed by CALIPSO. Regarding the profiles containing opaque clouds, Cesana et al. [2016] showed that the
definition of where the lidar signal is fully attenuated differs significantly among the three major CALIPSO
cloud products: CALIPSO-ST [Vaughan et al., 2009], Kyushu [Yoshida et al., 2010], and GOCCP v2.9 [Chepfer
et al., 2010]. This is due to differences in the design of each algorithm, whose development was driven by
different science objectives. However, a careful consistent-definition comparison between CALIPSO-ST sur-
face detection scheme at 532 nm and the present surface detection algorithm for all nighttime profiles of

Table 1. Percentages of Opaque Cloud Profiles and Thin Cloud + Clear-Sky Profiles for Two Near-Surface Layer
Thicknesses (Δh) Using a Surface Detection Threshold = 0.001 km�1 sr�1 for All Nighttime 2012 Profiles

Δh

Opaque Cloud Profiles Thin Cloud + Clear-Sky Profiles

No Surface Echo: ATB_surf_max< 0.001 Surface Echo Detected: ATB_surf_max> 0.001

960m 23.6% 76.4%
240m 29.4% 70.6%
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April 2008 (~24 million profiles) gives the following figures: 30% of no surface detection for CALIPSO-ST
against 29% of no surface echo for the OPAQ algorithm.

2.2. CALIPSO Full Opacity Altitude: z_opaque

The just-described surface detection scheme lets us determine when the atmosphere is only partially
sounded. For these opaque cloud profiles, we define z_opaque, the altitude below which the lidar does
not document the atmosphere. In such profiles, we locate z_opaque at the level just below the lowest opa-
que cloud layer detected in the profile. If the lowest opaque cloud layer is located at the lowest atmospheric
layer of the profile, z_opaque is not declared. We use the GOCCP framework for this, whichmarks a cloud pre-
sent when the scattering ratio (SR) is larger than 5 [Chepfer et al., 2010]. GOCCP derives SR profiles from
CALIOP Level 1 ATB532 profiles reprojected on a 480m vertical grid. Hence, z_opaque is a 480m thick layer
with its center always located 480m below the center of the lowest cloud layer (SR> 5) detected by GOCCP
for each profile with no surface echo.

2.3. Implementation of the OPAQ Algorithm Within GOCCP

This section sums up the implementation of the OPAQ algorithm in the GOCCP v3.0 code. First, the full ver-
tical resolution (30m) ATB Level 1 CALIOP profile is analyzed near the surface. To do so, eight layers of the
ATB532 signal are kept below and above the surface elevation given by the digital elevation model provided
in CALIPSO Level 1 data set, corresponding to a 240m thick NSL. From top to bottom of the NSL, the surface
elevation is found between the fourth and the fifth layer midaltitudes, giving an atmospheric layer above the
surface elevation always greater than 105m and smaller than 135m. In this 240m NSL, a surface echo is
detected if the ATB_surf_max> SDT, in which case the profile is not flagged as an opaque cloud profile. If
ATB_surf_max< SDT value in the NSL, the profile is flagged as an opaque cloud profile. Finally, if the surface
elevation is not available, the flag is set to its fill value.

This new “surf_OPAQ” flag is combined with the legacy “Instant_Cloud”mask included in GOCCP v2.9 to build
the new “Instant_OPAQ” mask included in GOCCP v3.0. Within each CALIPSO profile, the legacy
Instant_Cloud mask classifies each 480m thick atmospheric layer as cloud (SR> 5), uncertain (1.2< SR< 5,
faint cloud or aerosol layer), clear sky (0.01< SR< 1.2), or fully attenuated (SR< 0.01) depending on its
SR value.

The new Instant_OPAQ mask differs from the legacy Instant_Cloud mask as follows:

1. The SR threshold to separate the clear-sky layer and the fully attenuated (FA) layer was set to 0.01 in the
legacy Instant_Cloud mask, and it is now set to 0.06 in the new Instant_OPAQ mask (justification given in
Appendix C).

2. The layer just below the lowest cloud detected (SR> 5) is now flagged “z_opaque” for opaque cloud pro-
files only.

Table 2. Definition and Characteristics of the New GOCCP v3.0 Variables Obtained From the OPAQ Algorithm

Variable Spatial Resolution Definition

Opaque cloud cover map 2° × 2° Number of profiles containing at least one FAa

layer, divided by the total number of valid profiles
Thin cloud cover map 2° × 2° Number of profiles containing at least one cloud

layer and no FA layer, divided by the total number of valid profiles
Clear sky cover map 2° × 2° Number of profiles containing no cloud layer and no

FA layer, divided by the total number of valid profiles
Z_opaque map 2° × 2° Sum of all z_opaque values, divided by the number

of opaque cloud profiles
3-D opaque cloud fraction 2° × 2° × 480m Sum of cloud detections at a given level of altitude in

opaque cloud profiles, divided by the number of valid values,
excluding FA layers, at this same level of altitude

3-D thin cloud fraction 2° × 2° × 480m Sum of cloud detections at a given level of altitude in thin cloud
profiles, divided by the number of valid values, excluding FA

layers, at this same level of altitude
3-D z_opaque fraction 2° × 2° × 480m Sum of z_opaque occurrences at a given level of altitude,

divided by the number of valid values at this same level of altitude

aFA: fully attenuated.
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3. Below z_opaque, all layers are now considered as fully attenuated (FA).
4. The FA layers are now split into three subcategories: FA (SR< 0.06), Clear_FA (0.06< SR< 1.2), and

Uncert_FA (1.2< SR< 5), allowing a straightforward link with the Instant_Cloud classification.

After applying the Instant_OPAQ mask to each single CALIPSO profile, a GOCCP v3.0 level 3 gridded product
is built by aggregating profile information within 2° by 2° boxes. Table 2 described the new daily variables in
GOCCP v3.0 compared to GOCCP v2.9. Monthly means are then calculated for both maps and 3-D variables
by averaging the valid daily values.

Figure 3. Level 2 masks for a Cirrus + Convection case in the Indian Ocean: (a) GOCCP v3.0 instant_Cloud_OPAQ mask and (b) GOCCP v3.0 instant_OPAQ mask.
(c and d) ATB532 profiles (blue) are at 30m vertical resolution and SR profiles (red) at 480m vertical resolution. 15 June 2007, orbit T20-42-00ZN, A is the profile
number 15454 (9.5339°N, 73.7614°E) and B is the number 15560 (9.2157°N, 73.6926°E). The vertical black lines indicate the opaque cloud profile A where the surface
echo is not detected (shown in Figure 3c) and the thin cloud profile B where the surface echo is detected (shown in Figure 3d).
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2.4. Results for Orbit Files
2.4.1. Tropical Case Study
The first case study (Figure 3) is a segment of the 15 June 2007 nighttime orbit (T20-42-00ZN) off the South
coast of India.

Figure 3a shows the “Instant_Cloud_OPAQ” mask found in GOCCP v3.0, which is exactly the same than the
GOCCP v2.9 Instant_Cloud mask with just one difference: the fully attenuated (FA) layers now correspond
to SR< 0.06, instead of SR< 0.01. In this updated legacy mask, most of the profiles contain FA layers (red)
below 5 km Above Sea Level (ASL), sometimes mixed with clear-sky layers (white), consistently with Cesana
et al. [2016] and Chepfer et al. [2013]. Figure 3b shows the new flags from the Instant_OPAQmask, in comple-
ment to the Instant_Cloud_OPAQ ones. In this newmask, opaque cloud profiles with no surface echo are now
clearly pointed out by their z_opaque layer (green). In all profiles, layers having an SR< 0.06 are classified as
Weak_signal (yellow) either when a surface echo or a cloud are detected further down that layer in the profile,
meaning that at these layer altitudes, enough laser light is still propagating downward to have sufficient
backscatter to retrieve information from the atmospheric layers below. Compared to Figure 3a, this comple-
mentary classification (Figure 3b) brings a more coherent spatial structure of atmospheric opacity, since
brown and red colors together point out unsounded atmospheric layers, from below the lowest cloud
detected to the surface.

We isolated the profile “A” between two black vertical lines near 9.5°N in Figures 3a and 3b. Figure 3c shows
its full vertical resolution ATB532 signal in blue and the 480m vertical resolution SR signal from GOCCP in red.
Three vertical lines represent the FA (SR = 0.06), the clear sky (SR = 1.2), and the cloud thresholds (SR = 5). The
color boxes on the right show the Instant_OPAQmask flags, from top to bottom: four levels classified as clear
sky (white), four clouds (blue), the z_opaque (green), four Clear_FA (dark brown), and eight FA (red). The
ATB532 signal shows no surface echo inside the NSL layer delimited by the dashed grey lines around 0 km
asl, which validates its classification as an opaque cloud profile.

Figure 3d shows the “B” profile, near 9.2°N in Figures 3a and 3b. Despite the SR dropping under the FA thresh-
old below 4 km, a clear surface echo is observed in the NSL layer, crossing the SDT. This profile is hence clas-
sified as thin cloud, and the weak SR values in the bottom of the profile are flagged as Weak_signal (yellow).
In GOCCP v2.9 these weak signal layers in Figure 3d were not distinguished from the FA layers found in
Figure 3c.
2.4.2. Southern Ocean Case Study
The second case study is a segment of the 23 November 2007 nighttime orbit (T01-25-08ZN) in the Southern
Ocean (Figure 4).

In Figure 4a (Instant_Cloud_OPAQ mask) no FA layer appears at all below the low clouds near 1 km. In
Figure 4b (Instant_OPAQ mask), most profiles present a z_opaque level (green), which classifies them
as opaque cloud profiles. The “C” profile (near 54.8°S) is detailed in Figure 4c and shows below the lowest
cloud at 1 km–1.5 km ASL a steady decrease in the ATB532 signal, with no surface echo in the NSL. The
“D” profile (Figure 4d) shows a very similar atmospheric state: high clouds around 6 km and low ones
between 1 km and 1.5 km asl. However, an unambiguous surface echo appears in the NSL layer, in spite
of a steady decrease in the ATB532 near-surface signal quite similar to the one found in the opaque cloud
profile (Figure 4c). Comparing Figures 4c and 4d illustrates why the ATB532 signal must be used at its
30m full vertical resolution for the surface detection, as the vertically averaged SR profiles in Figures 4c
and 4d cannot be distinguished.

3. Adding OPAQ to a Satellite Simulator for Climate Model Evaluation

Adding z_opaque, the opaque cloud cover, and the thin cloud cover diagnostics in the lidar simulator will let
us evaluate the opaque and thin clouds representation in climate models by comparing it to the observa-
tions. In this section, we describe how the new cloud variables defined above are implemented within the
COSP/lidar simulator.

The CFMIP Observation Simulator Package (COSP) [Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011] provides satellite simulators
that ensure that comparisons between observations and model output are consistent, by mimicking the
clouds that would be observed by different satellites if they were overflying the atmosphere predicted by
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a climate model. COSP contains a CALIPSO simulator [Chepfer et al., 2008], which simulates the ATB, the
ATBmol (ATB only due to atmospheric molecules at 532 nm), and the SR profiles over 40 vertical levels
(480m vertical resolution) in subgridded climate model outputs, also called atmospheric subcolumns,
corresponding to GOCCP-like profiles. Clouds are detected in each profile using SR> 5 consistently with
CALIPSO-GOCCP. Cloudy subgridded pixels are accumulated over 2° × 2° boxes to build the cloud covers

Figure 4. (a–d) Same as Figure 3 but for a low +middle clouds case in the Southern Ocean: C is the opaque cloud profile where the surface echo is not detected
(shown in Figure 4c) and D the thin cloud profile where the surface echo is detected (shown in Figure 4d). 23 November 2007, orbit T01-25-08ZN, C is the profile
number 52505 (54.7705°S, 17.9771°W) and D is the number 52540 ( 54.8722°S, 18.0292°W).
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(low, middle, high, and total) and cloud fraction profiles. COSP/CALIPSO uses a multiple scattering factor
of η= 0.7. The cloud cover is weakly sensitive to this parameter [e.g., Chepfer et al., 2008, 2010, 2013;
Cesana and Chepfer, 2013]: a difference of less than 1% is observed when changing η from 0.3 to 0.7.

3.1. Implementing the Opaque Cloud Cover, the Thin Cloud Cover, and z_opaque in COSP/CALIPSO

We adapted the COSP/CALIPSO simulator to mimic the opaque and thin cloud covers and the z_opaque that
CALIPSO would observe if it was overflying the atmosphere predicted by LMDZ5B [Hourdin et al., 2013b]. The
full-year LMDZ5B outputs come from an AMIP-like simulation, without ocean-atmosphere coupling, and SST
forced by observations. The implementation of the new opaque variables within COSP/CALIPSO follows the
same steps as in the GOCCP v3.0 algorithm described in previous sections.

First, we flag a given atmospheric subcolumn “opaque” if its SR profile contains at least one FA layer (SR< 0.06;
Appendix C). Because the simulator does not include the surface level, and because unlike the observations it
does not include noise, the simulated SR profile always decreases monotonically to zero after passing through
an opaque cloud. As a consequence, a unique low SR threshold can be used in the simulator to mimic the
OPAQ surface echo detection threshold that is used in GOCCP v3.0 for declaring that a profile is opaque.

If the atmospheric subcolumn has not been flagged opaque, we flag it as “thin” if its SR profile contains at
least one cloudy layer (SR> 5) and does not contain any FA layer (SR< 0.06). A subcolumn is flagged “clear
sky” if it does not contain any cloudy or FA layer. The altitude of full opacity z_opaque is then defined in
the same way as in the observations: for each opaque cloud subcolumn, z_opaque is the midaltitude of
the layer just below the lowest cloud detected.

The calculation of covers is done exactly like in GOCCP (section 2.3). For each day, the sum of opaque cloud,
thin cloud, and clear-sky subcolumns gives the total number of profiles at each grid point. Covers are
obtained by computing the fraction of each category counts over the total number of profiles. The mean
z_opaque at each grid point is, as in GOCCP v3.0, the result of the sum of all z_opaque values in that grid
point divided by the number of opaque cloud subcolumns. These additions to COSP give us opaque cloud,
thin cloud, and clear-sky covers as well as the mean altitude of opacity as simulator outputs.

4. Results
4.1. Maps of Opaque Cloud Cover, Thin Cloud Cover, and Clear-Sky Cover

We first present maps of opaque cloud cover, thin cloud cover, and clear-sky cover observed by CALIPSO over
the period of 2008–2015 (Figures 5a–5c). The annual globalmean observed opaque cloud cover is 31%, the thin
cloud cover is 35%, and the clear-sky cover is 34%. Opaque clouds are frequent (>40% cover) in regions of deep
convection, over the midlatitude oceans, and in stratocumulus regions off the West coasts of the African and
the American continents. In contrast, opaque clouds are not frequent (<20% cover) over the extratropical
continents, in polar regions, and over the central and western portions of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

While the distribution of opaque cloud cover has large regional contrasts, thin cloud cover occurs with a
frequency of 30% to 50% over most of the globe. That being said, local minima (10–20%) in thin cloud cover
exist over the Middle East, India, and Australia. The largest occurrence frequency (60%) for thin cloud cover
occurs in West Antarctica. Thin clouds are also found in regions of tropical deep convection with relatively
large occurrence frequency (>40%).

Unsurprisingly, clear sky occurs most frequently in dry and cold regions of the planet. The subsidence regions
are often clear, particularly over the Sahara (>70%) and Australian deserts (>60%). Clear sky also commonly
occurs (>50%) in the the polar regions.

Next, we compare the observed cover with cover modeled by the LMDZ5B climate model. The model
overestimates the observed global mean opaque cloud cover occurrence frequency (38%) but reproduces
its main patterns (Figure 5d versus Figure 5a). In the modeled Northern Hemisphere midlatitude storm
tracks, the Southern Ocean and the warm pool have substantially more opaque cloud cover than
CALIPSO observes. The well-depicted Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) across the Pacific Ocean that
appears in the observations (Figure 5a) is not represented in the model (Figure 5d). Finally, besides the
overestimated modeled opaque clouds located over the warm pool (70%) the model represents correctly
opaque clouds in both the stratocumulus regions and over the lands where deep convection occurs.
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In contrast to the opaque cloud cover, the modeled global mean thin cloud cover is largely underestimated
(14%) compared to the observations (35%). Figure 5e shows a rather similar geographical distribution of the
thin cloud cover for the model compared to the observations (Figure 5b) but with much lower values every-
where except near the poles and the stratocumulus regions. Instead of a uniform 30% of thin clouds across
the midlatitudes and the tropics, a 10% value is given by the model. The highest values (40%–50%) of thin
clouds are mainly found off the West coasts of the African and the American continents next to the stratocu-
mulus opaque clouds.

Figure 5. Annual mean GOCCP v3.0 observation (2008–2015) maps of fractional cover for (a) opaque cloud, (b) thin cloud, and (c) clear-sky. (d–f) Same as
Figures 5a–5c but for results from the LMDZ5B model (AMIP-like run). In each gridbox the sum of opaque cloud cover, thin cloud cover, and clear-sky cover
is one.
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The global mean clear-sky cover value is significantly larger for the model (48%) than for the observations
(34%). High values of clear sky (70%) occur almost all over the globe except in the midlatitude storm tracks,
the stratocumulus regions, and where deep convection occurs. The model produces clear sky at the places
where thin clouds are observed.

4.2. Maps of z_opaque

The observed patterns over the oceans in Figure 6a illustrate the global atmospheric circulation. The ITCZ and
the warm pool (ascending branches of the Hadley cells) show the highest observed mean z_opaque over
ocean up to 7 km ASL. In oceanic subsidence regions (descending branches of the Hadley cells) the mean
z_opaque is below 2 km. The Southern Ocean shows a rather homogeneous mean z_opaque between 2
and 2.5 km across the entire 40°S–70°S belt. In the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, a higher spatial varia-
bility is observed because of the strong influence of continents: mean z_opaque ranges between 2 km and
5 km in the storm track and slightly decreases poleward. By keeping only grid points with more than 30%
of opaque cloud profiles, Figure 6b highlights the three regions where the opaque cloud effect is going to
be the strongest: along the ITCZ (z_opaque> 3 km), in the stratocumulus regions in the subtropics (z_opa-
que< 2 km), and in the midlatitude storms tracks (2 km< z_opaque< 3 km).

The global mean modeled z_opaque (5.1 km ASL; Figure 6c) is more than 1.5 times higher than the observed
one (3.2 km). Z_opaque is too high in the model almost everywhere, except in the opaque stratocumulus

Figure 6. Annual mean GOCCP v3.0 observation (2008–2015) maps of the mean z_opaque, computed over opaque profiles only for (a) opaque cloud cover> 0 and
(b) opaque cloud cover> 0.3. (c and d) Same as Figures 6a and 6b but for results from the LMDZ5B model (AMIP-like run).
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clouds off the West coast of Africa, South America, and Australia, where the mean model z_opaque (~1.5 km)
is consistent with observations—likely because the model is able to keep those lower clouds within the
boundary layer. Over tropical continents, the model does reproduce high opaque clouds, where deep con-
vection is triggered, but the modeled z_opaque is too high compared to the observations (e.g., 7–13 km
instead of 5–9 km). Figure 6d shows that the model roughly reproduces the first-order pattern of z_opaque
over the globe. However, the northern subtropics, the ITCZ, and the warm pool patterns could be improved
and the model z_opaque is globally too high by a few kilometer compared to observations.

4.3. Link Between the Cloud Radiative Effects and the Opaque Clouds

This section aims to examine the first-order relationships between the cloud variables presented in this paper
(opaque cloud cover, thin cloud cover, and z_opaque) and the cloud radiative effect (CRE). The detailed cal-
culations to link z_opaque to the opaque cloud temperature and, ultimately, to the TOA outgoing longwave
flux is out of the scope of this paper and will be the subject of a dedicated future paper. The shortwave (SW)
and longwave (LW) CRE are defined as

CRESW; TOA ¼ F↑SW; TOA clear sky - F↑SW; TOA all sky 3ð Þ
CRELW; TOA ¼ F↑LW; TOA clear sky - F↑LW; TOA all sky 4ð Þ

where F↑SW, TOA_clear_sky and F↑LW, TOA_clear_sky are, respectively, the outgoing SW and LW TOA fluxes for the
clear-sky atmosphere, and where F↑SW, TOA_all_sky and F↑LW, TOA_all_sky are the same for an all-sky atmo-
sphere. We compare the CRE with the new cloud variables, first in the observations, then in the model.

a Observations

Figure 7a shows the annual zonal distribution of the cooling of the Earth (CRESW, blue) due to clouds reflect-
ing the incoming solar radiation back to space. Here we compare the nighttime opaque cloud variables from
GOCCP v3.0 to CERES-Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) CREs [Loeb et al., 2009]. We hope in the future to
expand this comparison to the rest of the diurnal cycle. The zonal mean CRESW shown in Figure 7a appears
directly anticorrelated (correlation coefficient R=�0.95) to the annual zonal opaque cloud cover weighted by
the cosine of the latitude (black). The largest contribution to the cooling (�70Wm�2) comes from the persis-
tent Southern Ocean opaque clouds, and the weakest (weaker than�25Wm�2) is observed beyond 65° near
both poles. This result is consistent with Bender et al. [2011], who focused mainly on stratocumulus clouds
and shows that the opaque cloud cover can be considered as a proxy for cloud albedo distribution.

In the longwave, we combined two relevant parameters to approach the CRELW shape of Figure 7c (red). On
the one hand, z_opaque (Figure 7b) matters because the higher altitude the opacity, the colder tempera-
tures. High z_opaque therefore implies weaker LW emissions. On the other hand, a greater opaque cloud
cover will lead to a stronger heating and hence to a weaker LW TOA flux, given the same z_opaque. In order
to combine both effects, we computed as a first guess the weighted opacity altitude in each 2° × 2° grid box:
Weighted_z_opaque= z_opaque× opaque cloud cover. The shape of the annual zonal Weighted_z_opaque
(Figure 7c, black) is very close to the CRELW (R = 0.94). As Figure 7c shows, the strongest zonal LW heating
from clouds (40Wm�2) occurs in the northern part of the ITCZ where the Weighted_z_opaque is maximum.
The Weighted_z_opaque has two local minima in the tropical subsidence (20°S and 25°N) which correspond
to the 20Wm�2 local minima LW heating from clouds. Interestingly, the northern and southern midlatitudes
have similar CRELW, but those are associated to different types of clouds: the Southern Ocean has a large opa-
que cloud cover (0.5) associated to a low z_opaque (~2.5 km asl) whereas the northern midlatitudes has a
lower opaque cloud cover (0.3) associated to a higher z_opaque (~3.5 km). It is important to note that opaque
atmosphere LW heating is not the only cloud-heatingmechanism involved here: thin cloud LW heating is also
included in the EBAF CRELW. Nevertheless, since the total CRELW seems to be driven primarily by the opaque
cloud LW opacity distribution expressed as the Weighted_z_opaque, the thin cloud LW heating appears as a
second order term at the global scale.

b Models

In Figure 8 we evaluate if the LMDZ5B model reproduces the observed relationships between our new cloud
variables and the CRE. In the SW, the global mean CRE simulated by the model is biased by about�2Wm�2

compared to observations (�49.0Wm�2 instead of�47.1Wm�2). The zonal mean CRESW (Figure 8a) shows
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that the model cool bias comes from the midlatitudes, and more specifically from the Southern Ocean. This
strong bias (�20Wm�2) is shared by other models [Kay et al., 2012, 2016b; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014]. The
Southern Ocean CRESW bias in the model shown in Figure 8a is directly correlated to an opaque cloud cover
bias (Figures 8b and 8c) since the correlation between the CRESW and the opaque cloud cover weighted by
the cosine of the latitude is as high in the model as it is in the observations (�0.95). Figures 8a–8c thus sug-
gest that the opaque cloud cover bias alone is sufficient to explain the CRESW model bias at this scale.

In the LW, the global mean CRE simulated by themodel (25.6Wm�2) is practically the same than to one given
by the observations (25.8Wm�2). The model overestimates the CRELW at the Southern Ocean but is very

Figure 7. Observed annual zonal means of (a) shortwave cloud radiative effect and opaque cloud cover weighted by the
cosine of the latitude, (b) altitude of opacity, and (c) longwave cloud radiative effect and the Weighted_z_opaque. From
GOCCP v3.0 and CERES-EBAF, 2008–2015. Weighted_z_opaque = z_opaque × opaque cloud cover.
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close to observations at all other latitudes (Figure 8d). It means that the clouds simulated by the model only
warm too much the Earth between 35°S and 60°S. Despite the agreement in both modeled and observed
CRELW, the model does not perform as well in reproducing the first-order relationship between the
Weighted_z_opaque and the CRELW: R= 0.87 for the model against R= 0.94 for the observations. Looking
at each term individually (Figures 8c and 8f) suggests that the opaque cloud cover is overestimated by the
model compared to observations mainly at the midlatitudes, and z_opaque is overestimated at all latitudes.
These two biases should produce a significant positive bias of the model CRELW at global scale (as suggested

Figure 8. Comparison between the observed and modeled annual zonal means of (a) shortwave cloud radiative effect, (b) opaque cloud cover weighted by the
cosine of the latitude, (c) opaque cloud cover, (d) longwave cloud radiative effect, (e) Weighted_z_opaque, (f) altitude of opacity, and (g) thin cloud cover. The
observations (solid line) are from CERES-EBAF and CALIPSO GOCCP, and the model (dashed line) is the LMDZ5B.
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by Figure 8e), but they do not, because they are largely compensated by the thin cloud cover which is under-
estimated by a factor of 2 to 3 at all latitudes (Figure 8g). In other words, opaque cloud cover is overestimated
which implies weaker LW TOA fluxes; opaque clouds are also too high by few kilometer in themodel and emit
less outgoing LW radiation than they should. These two features increase the CRELW and warm too much the
Earth system. However, bothmodel biases on z_opaque and the opaque cloud cover compensate for the lack
of thin clouds in the model (more than half of the thin clouds are missing) that would have contributed to
increase the CRELW if they were properly simulated.

5. Summary

In this paper, we split the atmosphere in three: opaque clouds, thin clouds, and clear sky, using a new algo-
rithm applied to spaceborne lidar observations. The most important results from this study are the following.
In global mean, the observed altitude of opacity is 3.2 km and the observed opaque cloud cover is 31%. In the
observations, z_opaque weighted by the opaque cloud cover is strongly correlated to the TOA longwave CRE,
and the opaque cloud cover is strongly correlated to the TOA shortwave CRE. These correlations show that
the three new variables presented in this paper are first-order drivers for radiation. We examined these same
relationships in a climate model, using a lidar simulator. We found that the model fairly reproduces the
observed relationships, but that a more detailed analysis reveals important first-order error compensations
in themodeled clouds. Themost striking one is that themodel overestimates opaque cloud cover and z_opa-
que by few kilometers, which should lead to a large radiative bias at the TOA, but the model compensates for
this bias by largely underestimating the thin cloud cover.

The results presented in this paper suggest that the new opaque cloud variables are key drivers of the cloud-
radiation interactions. These cloud variables present the important advantage of being directly observable at
global scale, thanks to spaceborne lidars. In addition to its relevance for radiation, the altitude of opacity is
also a new useful direct observational constrain for convection and atmospheric circulation: where z_opaque
is significantly too high means that the model transports a significant amount of water too high in the atmo-
sphere. We showed the potential of introducing these opaque cloud diagnostics in climate models by means
of the lidar simulator to address further improvements in cloud parameterization, since these new variables
appear as major TOA CRE drivers. Using these specific cloud diagnostics would not only help reduce existing
biases compared to the observations concerning the Earth’s energy budget but also boost confidence in the
ability of climate models to correctly foresee the dominant cloud feedback that will drive our future climate.
Future work will include a more detailed analysis of the 10 year record of opaque/thin cloud variables col-
lected by CALIPSO and the use of these new diagnostics to evaluate cloud-radiation-circulation interactions
in several climate models.

Appendix A: Sensitivity of the Surface Echo Detection to the Near-Surface
Layer Thickness

In order to correctly interpret the differences observed between Figures 2a and 2b and in Table 1, figures
comparing the 240m and the 960m NSL cases are shown. Figures A1a and A1b present the 240m minus
the 960m distribution maps for, respectively, the no surface echo and the surface echo categories.

The high increase of almost 6% seen in Table 1 for the opaque cloud profile category in the 240m NSL com-
pared to the 960m case is located geographically where the positive values are found in Figure A1a. Indeed,
reducing the thickness of the NSL can either leave the profile in the same category if ATB_surf_max is the
same for both NSL, hence found near the middle of the NSL, or transfer the profile from the detected surface
echo category to the opaque cloud one. This latter case happens if ATB_surf_max is both significantly greater
than all the other ATB532 values and is away from the middle of the NSL, where the surface echo is supposed
to be if the surface elevation is accurate enough. Having this in mind, the averaged +30% values observed in
Figure A1a off the West coasts of North and South America, off the West coast of Namibia, the +10% and
+20% distributed in the Southern Ocean belt and the Northern Atlantic show a transfer from the detected
surface echo cases to the opaque cloud category, with no surface echo at all. This cases can be explained
as follows: when looking for ATB_surf_max in the 960m NSL, a nonnegligible amount of low cloud scenes
will make appear this maximum in the upper part of the NSL if no proper and greater surface echo value
exists. By keeping only eight layers of 30m for the NSL, just four above the surface elevation representing
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a 120m thick atmospheric layer, these cases contaminated by low clouds and not detecting the actual sur-
face signal are reduced substantially and more ATB_surf_max below the 0.001 km�1 sr�1 SDT emerge. This
particular case represents the bulk of the 5.8% total increase of the opaque cloud profiles as shown in
Table 1. These cases are effectively associated mainly to low clouds as Figure A1a shows high values of
increase in the stratocumulus regions, the Northern storm track oceans, and the Southern Ocean belt, all
of these regions known for presenting relatively important amounts of low clouds.

In Figure A1a, a few +10% in the Antarctic and Greenland coast lines are associated to decreases of the same
amount in Figure A1b. These cases, that can only be observed in polar regions, show us one limit of this sim-
ple approach to detect the surface echo signal with a 240m NSL: since the actual ice or snow surface of the
observed scene can differ of a few hundred meters with respect to the surface elevation value in this regions,
some previously strong surface echo profiles (ATB_surf_max ~ 2 km�1 sr�1) are incorrectly considered as hav-
ing no surface echo because the Strong surface echo that could be observed within the 960m NSL is above,
below, or at the edges of the 240m NSL used here to detect the signal. This is the only limitation of this rather
simple method, and it justifies our final choice for the OPAQ algorithm in order to make it as accurate and
robust as possible. Reducing the number of 30m layers for the NSL further than eight levels would increase
in a nonnegligible way the amount of misclassified profiles in these regions as having no surface echo while
actually being detectable ice or snow surfaces.

Appendix B: Description of the OPAQ Products

This section provides a brief presentation of all level 2 and level 3 GOCCP v3.0 products. Level 2 (or orbit files)
products refer to information retrieved at the highest GOCCP space and time scales for the 480m vertically

Figure A1. Maps showing the difference in percentage of (a) opaque cloud profiles and (b) thin cloud + clear-sky profiles
using a surface detection threshold = 0.001 km�1 sr�1 for near-surface layer Δh = 240m caseminus Δh = 960m case, for all
2012 nighttime profiles.
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averaged profiles at the 330m horizontal resolution. Level 3 (or gridded) products are the available variables
on a monthly basis on either the 3-D grids or the 2-D maps.

As shown in Figure B1, two new variables are available at the level 2 output. The first one is the surf_OPAQ
flag, which has one value per profile and is used to determine whether the profile is classified as opaque

Figure B1. Flow chart showing the main steps and variables of the OPAQ algorithm.

Table B1. GOCCP v3.0 Level 2 Products: Definitions, Characteristics, and Flag Values

Geophysical Quantity Flag Description/Fulfilled Conditions Flag Value

For Each Profile (surf_OPAQ Variable)
Surface echo detected Thin cloud or clear-sky profile ATB_surf_max> 0.001 0
Surface echo not detected Opaque cloud profile ATB_surf_max< 0.001 1
Rejected profile Undefined Level 1 surface elevation not available �9999

Cloud Mask for Each 480m Layer (Instant_Cloud_OPAQ Variable)
All Profiles

Not available value Nan SR =�9999 1
Clear sky Clear 0.06< SR< 1.2 2
Cloud detected Cloud SR> 5 3
Aerosol/faint cloud Uncertain 1.2< SR< 5 4
Surface detection Surface SR =�888 6
Rejected value Rejected SR =�777 7
Fully attenuated (FA) FA_v.2 SR< 0.06 (FA threshold = 0.06 instead of 0.01) 8

OPAQ Mask for Each 480m Layer (Instant_OPAQ Variable)
All Profiles

All other cases Default None of the cases described below 0
Highest cloud detected Uppermost_cloud_layer SR> 5 AND at least another cloud below AND no

cloud above
1

Middle cloud detected In_cloud_layer SR> 5 AND at least another cloud below AND at
least another cloud above

2

Lowest cloud detected Undermost_cloud_layer Last SR> 5 from TOA to the surface 3

Profiles Sounded Down to the Surface (Thin Cloud and Clear-Sky Profiles)
Clear sky Clear 0.06< SR< 1.2 4
Aerosol/faint cloud Uncertain 1.2< SR< 5 5
Weak signal Weak_signal SR< 0.06 6

Profiles Sounded Down to z_opaque (Opaque Cloud Profiles)
Clear sky Clear 0.06< SR< 1.2 AND above lowest cloud 4
Aerosol/faint cloud Uncertain 1.2< SR< 5 AND above lowest cloud 5
Weak signal above lowest cloud Weak_signal SR< 0.06 AND above lowest cloud 6
Clear sky-FA Clear_FA 0.06< SR< 1.2 AND below lowest cloud 7
Uncertain-FA Uncert_FA 1.2< SR< 5 AND below lowest cloud 8
Fully attenuated FA SR< 0.06 AND below lowest cloud 9
Full opacity altitude z_opaque First layer just below the lowest cloud detected 10
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cloud or not. The second variable is the Instant_OPAQ mask which gathers all the information related to the
OPAQ algorithm. The instant_OPAQ mask has the same dimension than the GOCCP v2.9 Instant_Cloud
legacy mask (number of profiles per orbit times 40 altitude levels), this latter being slightly modified in
GOCCP v3.0 (Instant_Cloud_OPAQ): the fully attenuated SR threshold which used to be at SR = 0.01 is now
set at SR = 0.06 (Figure C1). Detailed information on flag values and the conditions needed for each variable
to be declared are presented in Table B1.

Table B2 summarizes all the available variables of GOCCP v3.0 level 3 output. It is important to note that the
difference between thin cloud + clear-sky profiles and opaque cloud profiles allows to study the different 3-D
or 2-D spatial distributions of these two complementary portions of the atmosphere, the one sounded down
to the surface and the one only sounded partially down to z_opaque. For instance, for the 3-D gridded vari-
ables, besides the GOCCP v2.9 cloud fraction, there also is the thin cloud fraction, the opaque cloud fraction,
and the z_opaque fraction of occurrence. For the 2-D variables, besides the GOCCP v2.9 all cloud cover and
clear-sky cover, there also is the opaque cloud cover, the thin cloud cover, and the nonopaque cover (thin
cloud cover + clear-sky cover). The last 2-D variable is z_opaque which does not represent an occurrence
cover information like the other 2-D variables but the mean opacity altitude computed over opaque cloud
profiles only. The information concerning on which fraction of the total number of profiles in a grid point
themean z_opaque value is calculated is given by the opaque cloud cover. The existence of all these different
subsets of monthly gridded data explains the important amount of available variables, which allows the user
to easily and directly get to the geophysical field of interest.

Appendix C: Changing the Fully Attenuated Threshold in GOCCP

Figure C1 shows the distribution of SR values below the lowest cloud detected in all nighttime 2012 opaque
cloud profiles from GOCCP v3.0. This figure exhibits a bimodal distribution in which the lowest mode

Table B2. GOCCP v3.0 Level 3 Monthly Products: Definitions and Variable Names

Geophysical Quantity Variable Name

3-D Fractions (CF3D)
All atmosphere

Total cloud fraction clcalipso
Total clear fraction clrcalipso
Total uncertain fraction uncalipso

Atmosphere Sounded Down to the Surface (Thin Cloud and Clear-Sky Profiles)
Cloud fraction clcalipso_notopaque
Clear fraction clrcalipso_notopaque
Uncertain fraction uncalipso_notopaque

Atmosphere Sounded Down to z_opaque (Opaque Cloud Profiles)
Cloud fraction clcalipso_opaque
Clear fraction clrcalipso_opaque
Uncertain fraction uncalipso_opaque
Z_opaque fraction calipsozopaque

2-D Maps
All Atmosphere

Total cloud cover cltcalipso
Total clear-sky cover clccalipso

Atmosphere Sounded Down to the Surface (Thin Cloud and Clear-Sky Profiles)
Total thin cloud cover cltcalipso_thin
Total thin cloud cover + total clear-sky cover calipso_notopaque

Atmosphere Sounded Down to z_opaque (Opaque Cloud Profiles)
Total opaque cloud cover cltcalipso_opaque
Mean z_opaque altitude zopaque

SR Histograms
All Atmosphere

Lidar Scattering Ratio CFAD (532 nm) occurrences cfad_lidarsr532_Occ
Atmosphere Sounded Down to the Surface (Thin Cloud and Clear-Sky Profiles)

Lidar Scattering Ratio CFAD (532 nm) occurrences cfad_lidarsr532_Occ_notopaque
Atmosphere Sounded Down to z_opaque (Opaque Cloud Profiles)

Lidar Scattering Ratio CFAD (532 nm) occurrences cfad_lidarsr532_Occ_opaque
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represents typical SR values of FA atmospheric layers in observations. The highest mode represents the sum
of the multiple scattering signal of the lidar from these highly reflective opaque clouds and of transition SR
values associated to the vertical averaging over the 480m thick layers. Since we are not able to access to
the shape of the higher end of the FA mode distribution from the observations, we choose SR= 0.06 (local
minimum in Figure C1) as the FA threshold to determine when an atmospheric layer is considered as FA.
This analysis allows us to update the FA threshold in GOCCP v3.0 level 2 products (the FA threshold used
to be at SR = 0.01 for GOCCP v2.9) and to use this same threshold to determine when a COSP subcolumn
atmospheric layer is FA (SR< 0.06).
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